Governance and Policy Lead

Dear Applicant,
Thank you for your interest in the position of Governance and Policy Lead.
Due to continued growth within the trust, we are seeking an enthusiastic, forward thinking and dynamic individual to join our trust in the new
post of Governance and Policy Lead. The successful candidate will be responsible for the Governance Professional and work with the Board of
Directors, Local Governing Boards, Executive Leadership Team, Central Team and the academies senior leadership teams to design,
implement and support the highest quality governance across the Trust.
The role will ensure that all layers of Exceeds governance arrangements operate as a coherent whole. This strategic position is responsible for
ensuring that the Trust and all the academies are compliant with regulatory requirements, whilst consolidating local arrangements that
provide robust challenge and support for academies.
The post holder will be the lead in the Trust for ensuring high standards of governance including the smooth and efficient administration of
the Directors Board and its Committees, as well as advising the Chair of the Board on governance process and practice.
The post holder will oversee compliance with regulatory and legislative requirements, ensure the Board’s decisions are acted upon and at all
times they are in accordance with the Memorandum and Articles of Association, and continue to provide public benefit.
At academy level, the post holder will be proactive and creative in identifying where governance is working well but also where interventions
may be required. They will build strong relationships with Principals, Chairs and National Leaders of Governance, ensuring governance at each
Academy is fully ‘Ofsted-ready’. As the Trust’s Governance and Policy Lead, the post holder will design and rollout a professional governortraining programme, and lead on governor recruitment and retention, with a licence to be innovative in attracting high calibre volunteer.
The post holder will need to provide leadership as well as operational management; they will be innovative and creative in developing
system-leading governance across the trust, whilst also ensuring statutory and regulatory requirements continue to be met. In addition to
this, they will be an expert on the theory and approach to governance with the ability to implement and safeguard high standards of
challenge and support;
In addition to this, they will be equally comfortable operating locally ensuring all elements of governance combine to support driving
improvements in standards across Exceed Learning Partnership.
We encourage interested applicants to contact us if they have any questions or queries about the role and look forward to receiving your
application.
Yours sincerely
Mr Andrew Hibbitt
Deputy CEO

Job Title:

Governance and Policy Lead

Grade:

Grade 10, Point 36 - Point 42 (£40,578 - £46,662)

Hours:

37 hours per week, 52 weeks contract with annual leave
entitlement (no of days dependant on length of service)
This role involves evening and flexible working. We will
consider job share roles or term-time requirements

Location:

Trust Office with travel to all our academies

Responsible to:

Deputy Chief Executive/Chief Operating Officer and Chief
Executive Officer

Responsible for:

Governance Professional

All support staff should endeavour to maintain the ethos of
the academies and must uphold the standards of personal and
professional conduct at all times, ensuring honesty and
integrity prevails in every situation. Support staff must
maintain appropriate professional boundaries and respect the
unique position of trust as support staff in the academies.

To support the efficient and effective operation of the Trust Board, its Committees and Local Governing Boards,
ensuring that Board business continues to drive the successful delivery of the Trusts objectives
•
•

Responsible for ensuring appropriate meeting preparation and arrangements, agenda setting, Board
reporting, and ensuring actions are followed up accordingly.
Provision of strategic governance and policy advice to the Board Chair and other Trustees as well as being the
first point of contact on Board business.

To lead on maintaining robust corporate governance across Exceed, including ensuring that the Trust continues to
meet its regulatory and statutory reporting obligations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advising the Chair, Chief Executive, Deputy Chief Executive and other Directors on key matters of regulatory
and statutory importance
Ensuring statutory compliance including filings with Companies House, the Department for Education, and
the Education and Skills Funding Agency
Ensuring that Board decisions are made and implemented in accordance with the Memorandum of
Understanding and Articles of Association, Scheme of Delegation as well as the Trusts operational
procedures.
Working closely with the Executive Board to maintain currency of format, content and drafting of all statutory
reports and annual reviews
Ensuring an appropriate skills mix at Board level through maintaining Board membership, and managing new
appointments and their induction.
To include oversight of the re-appointment and retirement of Board members in accordance with the Articles
of Association
Managing and maintaining the Trust’s Strategic Risk Register and risk management policy in conjunction with
the Chief Executive, Deputy CEO, Chief Finance Officer and the Chairs of Directors Committees
Work in conjunction with the Trust’s legal advisers to ensure all other regulatory obligations continue to be
fulfilled

To drive Exceeds development of governance arrangements through ensuring high standards of local challenge and
support, and enabling all layers of governance to function as an effective and coherent whole
•

Ensure a high standard of local academy challenge and support in all Exceed Academies through knowing how
all local arrangements are working, standardising good practice and identifying where local interventions are
necessary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure local governance complements school improvement activity by working alongside leaders to ensure
local arrangements are providing robust support and challenge for school action plans
Oversee the linkages between the various layers of governance– local, Director and Members– so that
information flows efficiently both ways, including managing annual strategic events for Members, Trustees,
Principals, and Local Governing Boards
Build proactive and productive working relationships with Principals, local Chairs, and local governors, and act
as trouble-shooter for governance issues across all academies
Lead recruitment and retention of local governors
Lead on policy development for all Exceed governance policies including the Governance Handbook, Code of
Conduct, Governance Terms of Reference and the Scheme of Delegation across the whole Trust
Lead on reviewing, implementation and roll out of all governance training ensuring statutory compliance at all
times
Drive ongoing improvement through regular governance audits throughout the trust, ensuring that all
academies remain compliant and Ofsted ready at all times
Lead external governance audits, implement action plans and drive improvement whilst monitoring impact
Ensure all boards and the trust remain compliant at all times, in line with DFE guidance, in particular from the
Academies Trust Handbook.

Day-to-Day Line Management and Development of the Governance Professional to create a Strong Governance
Team within Exceed.
Support the development of the Governance Professional to ensure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance agendas are set in a timely manner and in line with the governance policy and strategy
Papers are quality checked and distributed to boards in suitable timeframes
Academies are both supported and held to account to produce high quality documentation pre and post
governance meetings
Governance meetings run to time and the Governance Professional supports the Chair to manage the
meetings effectively
Challenge and support is strong, with feedback and support provided by the Governance Professional
Deliver effective administration, with high quality accurate governance minutes produced and circulated to
academies within the Trust timeframes
The Governance Professional has access to CPD as part of their career development.

To work collaboratively with other key functions of the trust so that Governance and Policy within the Trust
supports and enables the delivery of Exceeds strategic objectives
•
•

Support due diligence activity of new academies potentially joining Exceed by preparing the schools’ current
governing body for conversion/transfer
Lead on co-ordination of all Trust policies across Exceed, including defining which sit at school and Trust-level,
and drive the production and updating of central Trust policies as Policy Lead.

The duties and responsibilities in this job description are not exclusive or exhaustive and the post holder will be
required to complete such duties as may reasonably be expected within the scope and grade of the post.
•
•

source or provide clerking cover during times of absence
clerk boards/committees as and when required

Essential

Qualifications
Graduate or equivalent experience
Ideally have been an academy or school governor, worked closely with
school governors and/or Academy trustees
Willingness to enhance qualifications and training for development in
the post

Knowledge & Experience
Extensive experience of supporting and advising Boards and their
senior committees, with direct corporate governance experience
preferably gained within a regulatory environment
Evidence of leading on governance within a dynamic, multi-functional
organisation, collaborating successfully with other functions to deliver
on the organisation’s strategic objectives
Strong track record of successfully making strategy a reality, delivering
demonstrable improvements to processes and practice
Experience of identifying and mainstreaming organisational best
practice, whilst also troubleshooting areas of weakness
Evidence of successfully building relationships with internal and
external stakeholders at all levels in order to implement the highest
possible standards of governance practice
Experience of writing policy, setting and leading strategy, undertaking
audits and holding people to account.
An up to date understanding of good practice in corporate governance,
including an understanding of the relationship between the Executive
and Non-Executive
Thorough knowledge of governance in the education sector, including
latest MAT best practice, plus DfE and ESFA requirements

Desirable

Interview
/App form

The ability to quickly gain credibility and influence senior colleagues,
including being persuasive and pushing back where necessary
Ability to convey complex information with clarity, including writing
concise and effective Board papers
Excellent planning and organisational skills
Strong interpersonal skills coupled with the ability to act diplomatically
and with tact
Resilient, with the ability to deliver a complex and demanding workload
alongside colleagues across disparate geographical locations

Personal Qualities
Excellent written and oral communication skills
Excellent time and task management skills
Ability to work under pressure and to deadlines
Ability to relate well to children and adults
Ability to lead, motivate and influence others
To have a sense of humour
To show commitment to sustain excellent attendance at work
Confident and willing to challenge traditional assumptions
Energetic, enthusiastic and resilient, along with being action and
solution-focused
A commitment to child-centred education

Contra-Indicators
A satisfactory DBS Check

Prior to applying:
If you are unclear about any aspect of the application process or you would like any additional
information about Exceed Learning Partnership or the role, then please contact:
Mr A Hibbitt: coo@exceedlearningpartnership.com
Application is by application form and must be sent: pa@exceedlearningpartnership.com
Appointment Process
Closing Date for Applications:
Wednesday 2nd November 2022 (midday)
Shortlisting for Candidates:
Monday 7th November 2022
Interview Date for Candidates:
Friday 18th November 2022
Should you decide to apply, please confirm your availability for these dates when submitting your
application.
References will only be taken up for shortlisted candidates who will be notified beforehand. Please
contact each of your named referees to inform them that, if you are shortlisted, we will request a
reference prior to the interview.
Please note that providing false information as part of your application may lead to a withdrawal of any
conditional offer of employment, or disciplinary procedures potentially leading to dismissal without
notice if you have already

